The New Options Research Site on Fidelity.com

We’ve simplified navigation, integrated the pages, brought in more market data and analytics, and added new screeners to generate trading ideas.
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1 We’ve simplified navigation by bringing all of the market data and tools into three tabs—Overview, Quotes & Tools, and Trading Ideas.

2 Once in Quotes & Tools enter the symbol of your choice to begin your research.

3 The six pages are integrated via the underlying symbol for quick navigation.

4 The Key Statistics page provides valuable options market data aggregated at the underlying level, including volatility measures, market sentiment and the day’s biggest trades.

5 Trade Breakdown contains Call:Put ratios, volume on the bid and ask, and net deltas and premiums traded across the series, providing deeper information on market sentiment.

Criteria and inputs are at the sole discretion of the user and are provided solely for the user’s convenience. Fidelity does not endorse or adopt any particular investment strategy and does not provide any warranties regarding results obtained from its use.
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6 The trading ideas tab provides several scanners and reports to help generate potential trading opportunities based on several criteria.

7 The Market Scanner allows you to filter for underlying securities whose options exhibit unique trading characteristics.

8 Build your own scans based on volume, volatility, order flow, and company fundamentals using the Custom Scans. You can save your scans to run later and modify as market conditions change.

9 In addition to the Custom Scans, there are several pre-built scans to choose from. The Custom and pre-built scans offer real-time results that update throughout the trading day.

10 The scanner evaluates all optionable securities to find the most relevant results. From the results page, you can use the action menu to research or trade any of the underlying securities.

Screenshots are for illustrative purposes only.
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Strategy Ideas allows you to quickly filter for specific single or multi-leg option trades. Like the Market Scanner, Strategy Ideas provides real-time results that update throughout the day as market conditions change.

Filter based on your market expectations by selecting an Outlook, Profit Potential and Risk Potential. These choices will highlight applicable strategies to choose from on the right side of the page.

If you already know which options strategy you’d like to implement, simply click on one of the 17 trading strategies.

Once you’ve selected a strategy, educational content is available in the center of the page. We explain what the strategy involves, why you might use the strategy, and the option level agreement required to execute the strategy. If you are already familiar with the strategy, you can hide this information by clicking on the (-) sign to the left of the strategy name.

The results provided are sorted based on the goal of the strategy. You can filter the results by entering an underlying security or choosing the Days to Expiration.

Criteria and inputs are at the sole discretion of the user and are provided solely for the user’s convenience. Fidelity does not endorse or adopt any particular investment strategy and does not provide any warranties regarding results obtained from its use.

Options trading entails significant risk and is not appropriate for all investors. Prior to trading options, you must receive a copy of "Characteristics and Risks of Standardized Options", which is available from Fidelity Investments, and be approved for options trading. Supporting documentation for any claims, if applicable, will be furnished upon request.